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ABSTRACT
Video production is a collaborative process in which stake-
holders regularly review drafts of the edited video to indicate
problems and offer suggestions for improvement. Although
practitioners prefer in-person feedback, most reviews are con-
ducted asynchronously via email due to scheduling and lo-
cation constraints. The use of this impoverished medium is
challenging for both providers and consumers of feedback.
We introduce VidCrit, a system for providing asynchronous
feedback on drafts of edited video that incorporates favorable
qualities of an in-person review. This system consists of two
separate interfaces: (1) A feedback recording interface cap-
tures reviewers’ spoken comments, mouse interactions, hand
gestures and other physical reactions. (2) A feedback view-
ing interface transcribes and segments the recorded review
into topical comments so that the video author can browse
the review by either text or timelines. Our system features
novel methods to automatically segment a long review ses-
sion into topical text comments, and to label such comments
with additional contextual information. We interviewed prac-
titioners to inform a set of design guidelines for giving and
receiving feedback, and based our system’s design on these
guidelines. Video reviewers using our system preferred our
feedback recording interface over email for providing feed-
back due to the reduction in time and effort. In a fixed amount
of time, reviewers provided 10.9 (� = 5.09) more local com-
ments than when using text. All video authors rated our feed-
back viewing interface preferable to receiving feedback via
e-mail.
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INTRODUCTION
Video review is a key step of the video production pipeline
in which stakeholders provide feedback on drafts of video
projects. The reviewer’s feedback can include comments that
indicate problems in the video (e.g., “the text is too small”),
offer suggestions (e.g., “crop the shot”) or give compliments
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(e.g., “I like the lighting in this shot”). In addition to com-
menting on such local issues, reviewers also give global cri-
tiques that pertain to the entire video (e.g., “In general, the
music is too loud compared to the speech.”). Video au-
thors interpret and incorporate such feedback into subsequent
drafts to improve the video.

In our formative study, we found smaller teams working on
video projects typically give feedback informally, either ver-
bally in-person or in asynchronously written text comments.
Reviewers often prefer in-person feedback, because they can
communicate their feedback more efficiently with speech
than they can using text. For example, reviewers can easily
communicate temporal changes (e.g. “move this shot here”)
by timing their spoken comments to events in the video and
scrubbing the timeline to the locations they wish to change.
Reviewers can indicate spatial changes (e.g. “move this text
over to here”) by gesturing over the source video with the
mouse. In contrast, writing down temporal and spatial cri-
tiques can be tedious and time consuming, because review-
ers first need to identify and transcribe timestamps, and then
carefully describe proposed changes using text.

Video authors also prefer in-person critiques, because the
context of comments can be more immediately understood.
Authors can observe the reviewer’s tone of voice and other
non-verbal cues to better interpret verbal comments. For ex-
ample, the comment “Come on, what is this mess?” could
either be a joke or indicate a serious problem, depending on
the reviewer’s tone of voice. They can also engage in a di-
alog with the reviewer to come to a shared understanding of
requested changes. However, written comments have the ad-
vantage of providing the author with a documented list of cri-
tiques. We interviewed four video authors who estimate that,
even though they prefer in-person feedback, 80% of feedback
occurs over e-mail because of scheduling and location con-
straints.

In this paper, we investigate how to preserve favorable qual-
ities of both in-person and written text critiques, while al-
lowing the feedback to occur asynchronously. By conduct-
ing formative interviews with practitioners, we develop a set
of design guidelines for giving and receiving feedback. We
then present VidCrit, a system that incorporates these guide-
lines into two interfaces; (1) a feedback recording interface
(Figure 3) that lets reviewers efficiently capture their feed-
back, and (2) a feedback viewing interface (Figure 5) that lets
video authors view this feedback later. The feedback record-
ing interface captures the reviewer’s spoken comments, facial
expressions and hand gestures (using a video camera), the
current playback time in the source video, interactions with
the source video timeline (e.g. scrubbing, play, pause), and
mouse gestures over the video player and transcript.
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Our feedback viewing interface allows the video author to
browse, skim and edit the feedback provided by the reviewer.
The interface links the audio track of the reviewer’s speech
with the time-point the reviewer was watching in the origi-
nal video, so that the video author can view the reviewer’s
comments in context. Authors can navigate these context-
based comments using a timeline, or by browsing and skim-
ming an automatically segmented list of transcribed com-
ments. We automatically segment comments using a novel
technique which achieves precision and recall of 0.836 and
0.835 respectively. We also automatically label each tran-
scribed comment with several comment properties to help au-
thors choose which comments to view. For instance, we mark
which comments pertain to a short portion of the video (local
comments) or the video as a whole (global comments).

We conducted a user study and found that, when reviewing
3 minute videos, reviewers provided 10.9 (� = 5.09) more
local comments using our interface than when using text. In
a Likert-scale survey users compared the recording interface
(5) to text (1) on a number of attributes. Overall, users pre-
ferred our interface (µ = 4.6,� = 0.48) for providing com-
ments. We also asked both amateur and professional video
authors to create a to-do list of edits using our feedback view-
ing interface. All video authors found our interface preferable
to receiving feedback via e-mail.

RELATED WORK
Our VidCrit system allows video reviewers and authors to
communicate feedback. It builds on prior work in three ar-
eas; (1) video logging and annotation, (2) feedback interfaces
that support text comments, and (3) feedback interfaces that
support speech comments.

Video annotation tools
Recording comments about a source video is closely related
to video logging, the process in which practitioners watch and
label a video according to its content. Video logging helps
practitioners categorize video clips for later review, and cut
down the amount of video they will need to re-watch. Early
systems for logging videos addressed individually logging
clips during the recording session [25], after the recording
session [33], or as a group after the recording session [19,
20, 13]. Later work improved video logging usability and
efficiency by creating fluid tablet interactions [29], allowing
users to apply tags to keyframes [32], accommodating voice
annotations [31], and segmenting videos at the per frame
level [21]. Whereas previous work mainly addresses gen-
eralized tasks of assigning tags and writing notes on video
clips, we support the specific task of video review, helping
reviewers produce specialized annotations. Using the spoken
word, reviewers can express nuances that are hard to convey
in written text. By recording the position in the video as the
user scrubs, our system allows reviewers to indicate points in
the video timeline, without using timecodes. And by record-
ing the mouse position, our system allows reviewers to in-
dicate spatial regions of a video frame using mouse gestures
instead of textual descriptions. For video authors, we support
searching and browsing the feedback session using a variety
of interactions.

Text-based asynchronous feedback interfaces
Marqueed [6] allows users to provide feedback on images via
annotation tools and text, and provides support for discussion
on each comment. Frame.io [3], ScreenLight [8] and Wip-
ster [12] build on this idea but allow reviewers to draw and
provide text comments on any single frame of a video. Users
can navigate the source video by clicking a reviewer’s text
comments on the side of the player. However, because these
interfaces link each comment to a single frame, they do not
easily support delivering comments about a range of frames
or about multiple discontinuous time ranges. Unlike VidCrit,
these prior systems do not accommodate any spoken feed-
back.

Speech-based asynchronous feedback interfaces
UserTesting.com [11] and Silverback [9] are designed for
practitioners conducting user studies on websites or software
to record study sessions. These tools record a screencast
of the task, the voice of the user, and the user’s webcam
video (Silverback [9] only) and present these feeds as one
video segmented by task. VidCrit builds on this approach
by transcribing and segmenting a reviewer’s feedback by top-
ical comments, allowing video authors to easily skim and
browse comments. In the context of communicating feedback
on PDF documents asynchronously, Yoon et al.’s RichRe-
view [34] and RichReview++ [35] support voice comments
supplemented with mouse gestures. The task of video review
faces different design challenges than PDF review: Whereas
RichReview implements spatial annotations via drawing, our
system also records and replays temporal annotations such as
scrubbing in the video. In addition, we consider how to al-
low users to view such temporal annotations and gain context
for diectic comments by navigating synchronized source and
feedback video timelines.

Cattelan et al. [17] also allow users to leave speech comments
on a video so that non-collocated viewers can watch a TV
show together. One viewer can leave comments on the video
timeline while pausing the video, and another can only play
back the comments in order by watching the video. Unlike
Cattelan et al., our feedback recording interface lets video re-
viewers leave comments continously without pressing record
and our feedback viewing interface lets video authors index
those comments without watching the entire video.

Finally, FrameBench [2] lets reviewers and authors remotely
collaborate synchronously using a shared video player. Due
to scheduling constraints and bandwidth limitations, syn-
chronous collaboration isn’t always practical, so our work fo-
cuses on asynchronous collaboration instead.

FORMATIVE STUDY
Video workflows are well studied in the context of sharing
and watching home videos [23], creating TV episodes [15,
14], and individuals editing videos [18, 16, 29]. However, no
prior work investigates the process of small teams giving and
receiving feedback for editing videos. To guide the design
of our system for communicating such feedback during the
editing process we asked practitioners: What are the benefits
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Figure 1. A typical editing workflow proceeds as follows: First, (0) the
team meets synchronously to talk about the plan for the video and gath-
ers the footage before or after this meeting. After this, (1) the video au-
thor (e.g. editor, producer/editor) creates the first cut, (2) a reviewer
(e.g., client or executive producer) provides feedback, (3) the author
views critiques, then (4) revises the video, and (5) the reviewer views
the edits. The team then repeats steps 2-5 until both parties find the
result satisfactory, or they reach a predetermined number of iterations.
/danIn my experience, the termination criterion is when time runs out!
Did you really find evidence that editors pick a predetermined number
of iterations?

and drawbacks of the methods video editors currently use to
communicate feedback?

We conducted semi-structured interviews with four video au-
thors – three professionals and one amateur. These partici-
pants included an owner and producer for a small production
company, a producer for a local TV news station, a video
producer on staff for a university campus, and a university
student who has created several research videos. We asked
participants to describe their production workflow and com-
pare experiences with asynchronous and synchronous feed-
back. All participants had received both types of feedback.

We found video editors and producers follow a common
editing workflow (Figure 1). Although producers preferred
to provide and receive such feedback in person, 80% of
feedback occurs asynchronously through e-mail with text
comments and timestamps. Note that although the practi-
tioners we interviewed use text when communicating asyn-
chronously, and voice when communicating synchronously,
there exist methods for communicating voice feedback asyn-
chronously (e.g. Watch-and-comment [17]), or for communi-
cating text feedback synchronously (e.g. instant messaging).
However, we compare the pros and cons of asynchronous text
communication (e-mail review) and synchronous voice com-
munication (in-person review).

Interviewees mentioned several benefits of in-person reviews:

• Efficiency for the reviewer: Composing a succinct and
complete list of e-mail comments takes more time than
watching and describing the changes in person.

• Discussion and brainstorming: In person, the author and
reviewer discuss changes in the case of disagreements, and
brainstorm alternatives to problems.

• Body language and tone of voice: Authors benefit from
observing body language and tone of voice, as these convey
affect of the reviewer’s comments and initial reactions to
the video draft. One author mentioned that he tries to “read
between the lines” of text comments, because he cannot
tell if the video works for the client through an e-mail list
of critiques alone.

• Additional comments: Authors mentioned they received
additional comments in person, including off-the-cuff re-

Recording
Interface

Viewing
Interface

Source Video

Reviewer Editor

Metadata
Webcam Video

Segment
& Label

Transcribe &
Align Transcript

Transcribe &
Align Transcript

Figure 2. VidCrit takes a source video – and optionally, a source script
– as input. If the reviewer does not provide a script, the system tran-
scribes the video using rev.com [7], a crowd-based transcription service.
VidCrit aligns the transcript or script to the source video. Then the re-
viewer uses the recording interface to record their feedback on the video,
and the system transcribes and aligns the reviewer’s webcam video. The
system segments the session into comments by considering the interac-
tion metadata, the transcript, and the aligned transcript timestamps.
The author reviews the segmented feedback session and synced source
video using the viewing interface.

actions and positive comments, that may not be conveyed
in an e-mailed list of changes.

• Trying alternatives: Co-located editors and producers
sometimes try alternative edits in person to reduce the num-
ber of iterations.

Interviewees also mentioned a few benefits of e-mail reviews:

• Efficiency for the author: E-mail comments from the re-
viewer provide an explicit to-do list of edits for the video
author.

• Accountability: When the author finishes the list of docu-
mented changes, the author has completed their job and can
resolve disputes by pointing to recorded e-mail comments.
No such record exists for in-person reviews.

Through our interviews with practitioners, we identified a set
of benefits of both asynchronous and synchronous feedback.
Because synchronous feedback is often unfeasible, we build a
system for asynchronous feedback that preserves many of the
identified benefits. As we are focusing on building an asyn-
chronous system, we do not provide features for synchronous
discussion, brainstorming, and trying alternatives. Instead,
we consider how to keep the process efficient for both the
reviewer and the video author. In addition, we seek to let
authors observe the reviewer’s body language, tone of voice,
and hear additional comments as they could in person.

INTERFACES
VidCrit (Figure 2) features two interfaces: one interface for
reviewers to record their critiques on a video (the feedback
recording interface) and another interface for video authors
to view the critiques (the feedback viewing interface).

Feedback Recording interface
The recording interface (Figure 3) lets reviewers capture spo-
ken feedback on a source video. The reviewer watches the
video in the interface and delivers spoken critiques about the
video much as they would in person. The interface records the
reviewer’s speech and their playhead location at all times, in
order to capture the context of each comment. The interface
also records the reviewer’s webcam video (Figure 3E) so that
the reviewer can supplement critiques with facial expressions
and hand gestures.
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Figure 3. The feedback recording interface displays a video player for
the source video (A) that the reviewers can play, pause, and scrub using
the video timeline (B). Reviewers can mouse over the video to leave an-
notations (C). Reviewers can also import a source video transcript (D)
using the “Import Transcript” button or start/stop recording using the
“Start/Stop Recording” button. The recording interface also features a
webcam camera view (E).

The reviewer can pause, play, and seek within the source
video using the timeline (Figure 3B) to easily record tempo-
ral critiques. For example, the reviewer may watch the video
until she finds a problem such as an incorrect ordering of two
video segments. The reviewer can pause the video and say
“Move this part from here, back to here” while scrubbing on
the timeline to indicate the relevant locations in the video.
The reviewer can also draw on the video player (Figure 3C)
to describe spatial feedback.

For instance, if the reviewer notices distracting markings on
a piece of wood, she can pause the video and say “We should
remove the extra marks on the wood.” while gesturing over
the video player with the mouse, or scrubbing to other parts of
the video to show additional points where distracting marks
occur. Alternatively, the reviewer can include reactions as the
video plays such as commenting “These are good images.”
while viewing a shot she likes.

The reviewer can optionally import a source video transcript
(Figure 3D), which the system aligns to the video such that
the transcript highlights the currently spoken word as the
video progresses, as in prior work [16, 28]. Reviewers can
use this transcript to navigate the source video by clicking on
a word, and to provide feedback on wording or grammar in
the source video script. For example, a reviewer can provide
feedback by saying “I think instead of ‘multiple tool tutori-
als’ we should say, ‘tutorials which leverage multiple tools”’
while highlighting the corresponding section of the source
video transcript.

Feedback Viewing Interface
After a reviewer finishes recording feedback with the record-
ing interface, the video author can open a review session in
the feedback viewing interface (Figure 5). The interface con-
sists of two panes: (1) the direct navigation pane lets video
authors watch and navigate the synchronized feedback ses-
sion and source video, and (2) the segmented comments pane
lets authors browse the feedback by segmented text critiques.

feedback session time
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seek
play

Feedback timeline
Source video timeline

Feedback timeline
Source video timeline

play
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B
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Figure 4. The source video time vs. feedback session time chart displays
the reviewer’s location in the source video during the feedback session.
Here, the user plays the first part of the video, then seeks to the beginning
to replay the whole video. Then, the user pauses the video and seeks to
the beginning of the video. After this, the user slowly progresses through
the video, playing, pausing, and seeking while giving comments. The
timelines (A) and (B) show how the position of the source video timeline
in the viewing interface updates depending on position of the feedback
session timeline, according to where the reviewer positioned the source
video at each time.

When reviewing feedback, the video author now has two
pieces of time-based media to negotiate: In addition to the
temporal order of the original source video under review, the
feedback itself has its own temporal order, which may not re-
late to the original source video temporal order in any simple
way (Figure 4). At one point, the video author may want to
navigate using the temporal order of the source video, for ex-
ample to address multiple comments about a single shot that
may have occurred at different times in the feedback video.
At another point, the video author may want to navigate us-
ing the temporal order of the feedback video, for example
to understand a sequence of related comments that refer to
different shots in the source video. The feedback viewing in-
terface therefore features two timelines: the feedback session
timeline and the source video timeline. Either timeline can be
used to navigate, and navigation using these timelines can be
linked or unlinked as described later in this section.

Direct navigation pane
The direct navigation pane shows the feedback session web-
cam video and the source video (Figure 5A). The author nav-
igates the feedback session by playing, pausing, and scrub-
bing with the feedback session timeline (Figure 5B). When
the author plays the feedback session, the reviewer’s web-
cam video and speech comments advance linearly, while the
source video and the source video timeline (Figure 5C) up-
date to reflect the reviewer’s position in the source video dur-
ing the feedback session. For example, if, during the feed-
back session, the reviewer paused the source video to say “We
should remove the extra marks on the wood”, the source video
will later pause at the same point when the video author re-
plays the feedback session. Figure 4 shows an example how
the synchronized timelines update as the video author plays
back a feedback session.

Because the video reviewer often remains silent as they watch
the video, a large portion of the feedback session does not
contain feedback. To let the video author avoid silent portions
of the feedback session, the feedback session timeline shows
the duration of reviewer comments with colored rectangles.
The color of these colored rectangles represents whether the
comment addresses the beginning (light green), middle, or
end (dark blue) of the source video (Figure 5B). Video au-
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Figure 5. The VidCrit interface consists of a direct navigation pane for navigating the feedback session using the webcam and source video timelines,
and a segmented comments pane for reviewing transcribed and segmented critiques. The direct navigation pane features the source and webcam videos
along with a title (A), a feedback session timeline (B), a source video timeline (C) and the source video transcript (D). The segmented comments pane
features sorting, filtering and search options (E), along with a list of segmented comments (F).

thors can see how the reviewer moved through the video by
glancing at the comment colors. In Figure 5B, the reviewer
watched the video two times while making comments then
skipped around the video to make additional comments.

Video authors may also unlink these timelines with the “Un-
link timelines” button and then navigate (e.g., play, pause or
scrub) within the source video independently, while the feed-
back session video, audio and timeline remain paused. For in-
stance, if the video author hears the reviewer say “Why would
you cut a block of wood this small?” the author may need
to rewatch the corresponding source video clip to gain con-
text. The video author may view the section with the block
of wood a second time by clicking “Unlink timelines” (Fig-
ure 5C), scrubbing back to the relevant location, then press-
ing play. Afterwards, the author can click “Link timelines”
to continue browsing the synchronized feedback session and
source video.

As in prior work [16, 28], the source video transcript (Fig-
ure 5D) highlights the currently spoken word as the source
video progresses, enabling authors to gain context for com-
ments. In addition, the source transcript displays the re-
viewer’s transcript selections from the feedback session.

Segmented comments pane
The segmented comments pane allows authors to navigate
the feedback session using transcribed and automatically seg-
mented comments (Figure 5F) that each pertain to a single-
issue critique. Each comment corresponds to a certain time
in the feedback session (feedback session time) and a certain
time in the reviewed source video (source video time). The
feedback session time (Figure 5G) is the starting time of the

first word in the comment, and the source video time (Fig-
ure 5H) is the source video playhead location at the feedback
session time. Clicking on a comment navigates to the cor-
responding times in the synchronized feedback session and
source video. Pressing ‘space’ plays and pauses the synchro-
nized feedback session and source video.

The shot-based timeline (Figure 5C) features colored bars
that each represent a shot. We construct the shot-based time-
line using the Edit Decision List (EDL) exported from the
video author’s editing software (Figure 6). The EDL file, a
standard format exported from common video editors (e.g.,
Adobe Premiere, FinalCut), gives the start and end time of
each shot within the final edit along with the filename of the
footage. To build the shot-based source video timeline, ed-
itors import one EDL per video track in the project and we
parse the EDL files to find each shot’s in and out time, and
filter out all audio or blank shots. As some video editing pro-
grams do not support EDL export, we also supply automatic
shot detection at as a fallback [22, 26]. We include further
discussion of the automatic shot detection in the Algorithms
section. Authors can navigate to all comments about a shot of
the source video by clicking on it in the shot-based timeline.
This is useful when reviewers make several passes through
the source video. For example, if the last shot in the video is
less compelling, the video author may want to first view all
critiques about that part of the video. The numbers in each
colored bar (Figure 5C) represent the number of comments
attributed to that shot. For instance, the last bar shows there
are 7 comments on the last shot.
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Figure 6. Each line in an EDL file (A) specifies a clip’s properties along
with its filename and in and out point in the final video file. Each segment
in the EDL timeline (B) represents one line in an EDL file.
Segmented comment (editing mode)

A B C

Figure 7. This figure shows a single comment in editing mode with three
optional icons (A,B,C). The global icon (A) displays whether a comment
relates to the entire video or just the given location. The scrubbing and
annotation icons (B,C) display whether a comment has a corresponding
scrubbing or annotation action.

We show one thumbnail per shot, grouping together con-
secutive comments that occur within the same source video
shot. We show only one thumbnail per shot to avoid repeti-
tive thumbnails. The comments (Figure 5F) also show icons
that provide additional information about each comment: a
pencil shows the comment contains a mouse gesture, the ar-
rows show that the reviewer scrubbed to multiple times during
the comment, and the globe shows that the comment pertains
to the video as a whole rather than one specific location. As
authors skim the segmented comments, the comment text and
corresponding source video frame may be sufficient to under-
stand some comments. A scrubbing or annotation icon indi-
cates that the reviewer conveyed additional information that
the author can only view by playing the comment.

As the author reviews the comments, she may hide irrele-
vant comments such as “Hmm, lets see.” by deleting the
comment, or hide comments she has already addressed by
marking them as completed. When the video author hides
a comment, the interface removes the corresponding mark
on the feedback session timeline (Figure 5B) and decreases
the comment count on the EDL timeline (Figure 6). Finally,
authors can edit the text of long comments by entering edit
mode (command-alt-click on a comment) (Figure 7). For
example, an author might edit the second comment in Fig-
ure 5F down to “Replace ‘multiple tool tutorials’ with ‘tuto-
rials which leverage multiple tools’ ”, to make the comment
easier to read on subsequent passes. In editing mode, the au-
thors may also toggle the global/local icon (Figure 7A) or
delete/complete a comment.

The author can sort, filter, and search through the segmented
comments using the option bar (Figure 5E). The sort feature
lets the author sort comments in various ways. Sorting by the
feedback session time enable the author to see the comments
chronologically. Sorting by the source video time allows her
to see the comments grouped by shot in the source video (dis-
played). Or sorting by comment duration makes it possible to
see the longest comments first, as they may take longer to un-
derstand and address than the shorter comments. The filter
feature lets the author view comments that fit any one of the
comment icon properties. For instance, the video author may

B. “Also, do not crop the speaker’s forehead.”

PLAY PAUSE PLAYANNOTATION
Interactions

Speech a b c

A. “Increase the brightness in this shot.”

C. “Speak more enthusastically. You are mumbling here.”

Figure 8. Comment (A) appears right after the reviewer pauses the
video, indicating that they might begin a new comment. As the com-
ment (B) begins with the word “also” and an annotation occurs slightly
following the beginning it also may be a comment. Finally, comment (C)
occurs after a long break between speech, so it may be the beginning of
a new thought.

show or hide all global comments. The search feature lets
authors search over the comment text, and the source video
text (e.g. comments that pertain to a subsection in the source
video where they say “system”).

ALGORITHMS
Our system transcribes the source video and aligns the tran-
script to the video to enable transcript-based interactions. The
system also transcribes, aligns, and segments the feedback
session into single-issue comments so that video authors can
browse and search the feedback session using text. We auto-
matically assign three labels to each comment, and choose a
preview thumbnail to provide authors with more information.
Finally, we segment the source video into shots using Edit
Decision Lists and automatic shot detection.

Transcribing and aligning videos
Aligned transcripts of the source and feedback videos are use-
ful for reviewers and authors to skim for content of interest,
index the video, and gain context for comments. Since video
creators often write scripts before shooting and editing source
videos, we use the original script where available. To tran-
scribe feedback videos and unscripted source videos, we use
rev.com [7] – a crowd-based transcription service that charges
about $1 per minute of audio. Following prior work, we align
the transcript to the source video by concatenating all text
and the corresponding audio segments that are part of con-
tinuous speech [27]. We align each segment of continuous
speech with its corresponding audio segment, or an existing
script with the entire audio track, using forced alignment be-
tween phonemes and audio features, as in the work of Rubin
et al. [30]. Reviewers can then navigate using the transcript
and annotate the transcript (Figure 3), while video authors can
search and browse reviewer comments using text (Figure 5F).

Segmenting comments
After transcribing and aligning the feedback session tran-
script, our system segments the feedback session into topi-
cal comments so that the video author can quickly skim and
browse the feedback. We use the text transcript, the alignment
timestamps and the interaction metadata from the feedback
session as inputs to the segmentation algorithm.

Segmentation Algorithm
Our system transcribes comments into single issues so that
authors can manipulate, browse, and play back comments in
issue-based chunks, much as they would items in a to-do list.
In the dataset we collected, almost all sentences contain a sin-
gle issue (a few contain more than one issue). So our system
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first generates possible issue segment boundaries as the be-
ginning time for the first word in each sentence. Since our
system’s punctuation comes from a crowd transcription site,
some transcribers may not include a period if a user trails off
without finishing a thought. Therefore, our system adds all
words that occur after a pause in speech as potential segment
boundaries.

Given a set of potential segment boundaries, we classify
whether each one is true issue boundary using an SVM in
combination with a Random Forest Classifier. The classi-
fication relies on the video reviewer’s interactions recorded
during the review session, and the aligned transcript of the
feedback video. Our system calculates the following feature
sets for each potential segment boundary to help determine
whether it is a true segment boundary:

• Interaction proximity: Proximity to each type of interac-
tion (pause, play, seek, gesture) before and after the po-
tential segment boundary

• Word proximity: Proximity to spoken words immediately
before and after the potential segment boundary

• Segment length: Includes segment duration (time from
beginning of first word to end of last word), and the word
count of the segment

• First word: The first word of the potential segment
• Punctuation: The punctuation of the prior segment

We chose these features by observing different ways that re-
viewers conversationally segment their comments. For exam-
ple, we include interaction proximity because reviewers often
pause the video before they start a new comment, play after
finishing a comment, and seek or gesture briefly after start-
ing a comment to convey temporal or spatial critiques (Fig-
ure 8A). We include word proximity because reviewers often
pause speaking between comments (Figure 8C). The segment
length features help us identify very short potential segments
such as “Okay.”, “Yeah.”, “Umm, let’s see.” or “Mmhmm,”
which often contain only verbalized pauses, and such stan-
dalone expressions represent new segments. We include the
first word of the current segment because the first word may
be a transition word that can be used to start a new thought
(Figure 8B). Finally, we include punctuation because a pause
(no punctuation) is more likely to indicate hesitation rather
than finishing a thought.

We use a Linear SVM with L1 penalty, a common penalty for
feature selection, to remove unimportant features (i.e. fea-
tures with a coefficient of zero). The first word feature set
generates one feature for each word that starts a potential seg-
ment. As a result, the feature selection step typically removes
first word features that do not correspond to any positive ex-
amples. Then, we use a Random Forest Classifier with 3000
estimators and a maximum depth of 4 to train the classifier
only using the selected features. The training and testing sets
are described in the evaluation section below.

Evaluation
To evaluate our comment segmentation technique, we col-
lected short videos in a variety of domains, including a cook-
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Figure 9. This figure shows the reviewer’s time in the source video vs the
time in the feedback session for 4 different reviewers (A,B,C,D). In the
first examples (A and B), reviewers watch the video multiple times while
playing, pausing, and scrubbing to leave comments after the first time.
In the second examples (C and D), reviewers pause and scrub to leave
comments on their first pass. At the end of the session, they give general
comments while scrubbing through the video to find examples.

ing tutorial, a Kickstarter video, two technology demonstra-
tion videos, and a travel video log which were an average
of 3.01 minutes long (� = 19.5s). We invited 8 peo-
ple who had prior experience creating and giving feedback
on video projects to provide feedback on one video each.
Recorded feedback sessions averaged 12.4 minutes long (� =
1.61min) where the subject spent an average of 3.49 minutes
speaking (� = 42.4s) and the remainder of the time listening
and watching the source video or scrubbing through it. We
manually segmented the resulting feedback sessions to create
ground truth segmentations.

We observed reviewers utilizing various strategies for provid-
ing feedback on the videos (Figure 9). Some watched the
video all the way through silently, then watched again while
playing, pausing, scrubbing, and leaving comments multiple
times (Figure 9A,B). Others paused and scrubbed during the
first watch-through to add comments as they went, and at the
end left general comments, scrubbing through the entire video
to show examples (Figure 9C,D).

Using leave-one-out cross-validation with this dataset we
found that our classifier identifies true boundaries with a pre-
cision, recall and F1-score of 0.836, 0.835, and 0.834 respec-
tively (Table 2). In practice, a missed segmentation results in
a longer comment segment to watch with little effect on the
authors experience. A false positive segment boundary results
in two segments that are topically the same. When leaving out
individual feature sets, we find that leaving out word proxim-
ity results in the largest difference in F1-score. However, even
without word proximity, the classifier performs much better
than random (F1-score=0.633 vs F1-score=0.475).

Determining comment attributes
VidCrit assigns each comment three attributes with corre-
sponding icons (Figure 7A-C) which let the editor know if
the reviewer left additional information with the comment,
or if the comment pertains to a local or video-wide critique.
VidCrit also selects a thumbnail for each comment.

Global icon: We show the global icon (Figure 7A) if the
words “in general”, “as a whole”, or “overall” appear in a
segment as reviewers in our dataset used such language to
describe general comments applying to the entire video. We
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Feedback Total # Comments labelled
Video title Subject Time (min) time (min) comments Annotation Scrubbing Global
Erin’s famous fruit pizza [1] cooking tutorial 2.87 11.98 36 4 23 4
LearnKendama.com kickstarter video [5] product promotion 3.30 11.18 32 10 15 1
Interface demo video (unpublished) interface walkthrough 2.73 13.52 34 13 4 0
Skintillates video [10] project teaser video 1.00 10.38 29 14 12 1
Fabrication project video (unpublished) project demonstration 2.68 13.57 60 26 9 2
France travel log [4] travel 3.48 10.62 24 5 8 1

Table 1. Information for result videos. We segmented and labelled all videos automatically. Total comments refers to the number automatically
produced segments. The number of comments containing an annotation, scrubbing, or global critique was also determined automatically.

Precision Recall F1-score
Ours 0.836 0.835 0.834
No interaction proximity 0.840 0.834 0.833
No word proximity 0.664 0.636 0.633
No segment length 0.829 0.827 0.827
No first word 0.831 0.829 0.827
No punctuation 0.836 0.833 0.832
Random 0.486 0.471 0.475

Table 2. Comparison between our segment boundary selection, leaving
out feature sets, and randomly selecting boundaries. Random represents
a function that randomly assigns a boundary or not weighted by the
number of boundary occurrences in the training data.

created ground truth data for all of the videos in our dataset.
This method achieves a much higher precision than recall for
labelling global examples (0.80 and 0.33 respectively). That
is, comments labelled “global” are likely correctly labelled,
but this method misses many global comments. The method
misses many such comments because global comments do
not necessarily need to contain the specific words “in gen-
eral”, “as a whole” or “overall” to convey a comment about
the entire video (e.g. “the audio quality is poor”). We would
prefer to use a more robust n-gram classification based ap-
proach, but global comments are rare within the dataset we
collected. In the future, we will collect more data to enable
better classification.

Scrubbing icon: We show the scrubbing icon (Figure 7B) if
the reviewer scrubbed within the video timeline at any point
during the comment.

Annotation icon: The annotation icon (Figure 7C) displays
whether the reviewer performed a spatial annotation within
the comment. We record annotations as mouse movements
over the video player, but many of these movements are unim-
portant or accidental. For example, users often mouse over
the video player incidentally while navigating the timeline,
which lies immediately below it. To filter out such uninten-
tional movements, our system first deletes any mouse event
that occurs at the lower 10% of the video player pane. Next,
it groups together continuous streams of mouse movements
(less than 0.1 second apart) and computes the duration of each
resulting segment. Our system shows the spatial annotation
icon for any comment with a total mouse-movement segment
duration over 0.3 seconds. We created ground truth data for
three videos by labelling comments that contained meaning-
ful annotations as true, annotation and comments that con-
tained no annotations or accidental annotations as false an-
notations. Our approach achieves an annotation-labelling ac-
curacy of 92%, whereas counting any mouse movement as a
true annotation achieves an accuracy of 80%.

Thumbnail: We choose the thumbnail time as the start time
of the first word in a comment unless a spatial annotation
occurs. If such an annotation occurs, we choose the start-
ing frame of the longest annotation. We hide the comment
thumbnail if the comment follows another comment in the
same shot. We describe our shot segmentation methods in the
“Shot-based source video timeline” section.

Shot-based source video timeline
We provide a shot-based source video timeline, and comment
grouping to allow authors to browse comments by source
video section. We create this timeline based on edit deci-
sion lists (as described in Interfaces) when avaiable. When
editors do not provide EDL files, VidCrit relies on a auto-
matic shot detection based on color histograms to segment
the source video into shots [22, 26]. In our implementation,
we calculate color histograms for every frame, then compute
the Chebyshev distance between each pair of histograms. We
smooth the distance signal by convolving it with a Hanning
filter, then identify large color histogram changes by find-
ing all local maxima. However, not all local maxima corre-
spond to shot changes as some may indicate smooth changes
in lighting or camera angle. So, we find the local maxima
with the sharpest peaks which indicate an abrupt color change
by comparing each local maxima to the point before it, and
only count the local maxima as a shot change if the difference
is greater than 0.5 (we determined this threshold empirically
based on the videos in our dataset).

RESULTS
Figure 10 shows feedback sessions automatically segmented
into critiques and labelled using our system. We generated
these results using a set of videos in a variety of domains
(see Table 1). We invited reviewers with experience creating
videos and giving feedback on videos to use the recording in-
terface to critique a video. To guide reviewer feedback, we
gave the reviewers a set of goals for the video (e.g. convince
people to financially back the project, get the general public
excited about your research project). Reviewers spent an av-
erage of 11.88 (� = 1.28) minutes delivering feedback, and
produced an average of 36 (� = 11) segmented comments.
On average, 12 (� = 7) comments contained scrubbing and
12 (� = 6) comments contained an annotation, while only 1.5
(� = 1.3) comments contained a global comment. These re-
sults suggest the reviewers used the annotation and scrubbing
capabilities not afforded by text.

USER EVALUATIONS
We conducted a user study with our recording interface and
an informal evaluation with our viewing interface.
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Cooking tutorial Kickstarter video Interface demo video Teaser video

Compliment
Wow, that looks really good.
01:44      06:57

Problem
Yeah, so this part, the music goes 
louder than the guy talking ... that 
was very distracting.
01:35       08:18

Suggestion
Give us some indication that the 
command key has been clicked, 
something visual would be good.
01:23       05:07

Reaction (or other)
Okay.
00:23       03:49

Temporal (local)
You could probably leave a little bit 
of space between “August Cooking”
[and] the next cut, starting out here.
01:44      06:57

Global
It might be better to dim the sound 
... during the times that people are
talking.
02:00      05:16

Transcript (local)
“Consumean”, I want consuming. 
00:48      11:18

Spatial (local)
I’m noticing that this text goes 
away right at the end of the clip. 
00:23      02:30

Figure 10. Users critiqued four videos on a variety of topics. We transcribed these feedback sessions using rev.com [7], then our system automatically
segmented the sessions into comments and labelled them. Users were able to produce a variety of critiques using our system including different critique
styles (e.g. compliment, problem, suggestion) as well as critiques with different content (e.g. temporal, spatial, transcript and global).

Recording interface user study
To find out if video reviewers communicate feedback more
efficiently using our interface than using text, we conducted a
user study with 8 participants who had prior experience both
providing and receiving feedback on video projects. Our sys-
tem focuses on asynchronous feedback, so we leave a com-
parison of our interface to synchronous, in-person feedback
for future work.

Method
We selected two videos which contained content designed for
a general audience (a Kickstarter video and a cooking tuto-
rial), which were 3.32 minutes and 2.85 minutes long. We
picked these videos because they represent different domains,
production styles, and levels of formality.

We recruited 8 participants (6 males and 2 females, ages 23-
31, graduate students) who had prior experience giving and
receiving feedback on videos via school mailing lists. We
allowed each participant 11 minutes to provide feedback on
one video using text and 11 minutes to provide feedback on
the other video using our recording interface. No participants
had seen either video before the study. Between participants,
we varied which video went with which feedback method, the
order of the videos, and the order of the feedback methods.
Two participants completed each of 4 possible orderings.

Before the participants provided feedback, we gave each par-
ticipant the communication goals of each video, a list of types
of feedback they might provide (e.g., spatial, temporal, tran-
script, overall), and a one minute overview of the recording
interface. We concluded each study session with Likert scale
questions and a semi-structured interview about advantages
and disadvantages of each method.

Recording Interface Study Results
We transcribed all recorded feedback sessions using the tran-
scription service rev.com [7], and segmented the comments
into single issues by hand. Because a comment may contain
specific, substantive advice, or only an off-topic anecdote, we
tagged each comment with the types of critique that it con-
tained. The first author tagged all of the response text, mak-
ing sure to first randomize the responses across subjects and
hide identifying information in the response text. In particu-
lar, with the conditions of the comments hidden, we labeled
whether each comment contained a specific problem, an ac-
tionable suggestion, a compliment and/or a reaction to the
video that did not fit under the other categories (e.g., “Wait,
what?”, “Interesting...”). Because our system supports effi-
ciently referencing specific times and visuals in the video, we
also labeled whether each comment discussed the video as a
whole (i.e. global comment), or a single point in the video
(i.e. local comment).

We found that all users produced more comments with our
interface than when using text (Figure 11). On average
users produced 21.9 critiques (� = 9.06) using our interface
and 10.4 (� = 4.15) using text. A Wilcoxon Signed-rank
test shows that the difference is significant (W = 36, p <
0.05). In addition, users of our interface produced 15.4
(� = 5.29) comments containing specific problems com-
pared to 7.5 (� = 4.36) with text (W = 28, p < 0.05).
Users also produced significantly more comments contain-
ing actionable suggestions when using our interface (µ =
11.9,� = 4.94) than when using text (µ = 5.38,� = 2.64)
(W = 28, p < 0.05). However, users did not produce
significantly more compliments or reactions. As users did
not produce more global critiques, the increase in comments
with our interface resulted from an increase in local critiques
(W = 36, p < 0.05).
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Figure 11. Average number of critiques produced using the interface
and text total. Then average number of critiques produced using the in-
terface and text which were assigned each label. Multiple labels may be
assigned to one critique. Error bars show the 95% confidence interval.

Overall, users reported that they found the recording inter-
face to be more efficient and preferable to text for recording
comments (Figure 12). In an interview, users mentioned the
following advantages of the interface: overall efficiency (7
users), scrubbing instead of transcribing timestamps (6 users),
providing comments without pausing the video (4 users),
pointing to visual changes instead of writing them down (4
users), referencing the source video transcript (3 users). The
user who did not mention efficiency mentioned that using the
interface felt more conversational than text. Though users
preferred our interface for most types of critiques, our inter-
face received the lowest ratings for delivering global feed-
back. This is unsurprising because the recording interface
does not provide any specialized support for global com-
ments. When asked about advantages of text, 5 users men-
tioned they could go back and edit their feedback (e.g. to
rearrange their comments into categories), and 2 users men-
tioned they felt they had more time to think through what they
were going to say when using text.

Viewing interface informal evaluation
To find out if video authors could use the viewing interface to
quickly understand and review feedback on videos, we con-
ducted an informal evaluation. Using school mailing lists, we
recruited 4 participants (2 female, 2 male, ages 22-45) with
experience receiving feedback on videos in-person and via e-
mail. In particular, we recruited two professional video pro-
ducers (U1,U2), and two participants currently working on
video projects (U3, U4).

Method
Ahead of time, we collected videos from the two partici-
pants working on video projects, U3 and U4 (e.g. a 3 minute
conference video, and a 1 minute project teaser). We also
collected feedback on each project from one member of the
project team using our feedback recording interface. During
the informal evaluation, each participant used the feedback
viewing interface to view, interpret, and judiciously filter the
reviewer’s suggestions into a list of changes to make on the
next round of edits. U3 and U4 reviewed the feedback pro-
vided on their own video, while the two professional video
editors (U1 and U2) each reviewed the feedback provided on
one of these videos. We asked U1 and U2 to view the exist-
ing video ahead of time, and we told them the context of the
feedback (e.g. a peer on the video team provided feedback on
the editing and story of the video). After users completed the
task, the users answered interview questions and Likert scale
questions comparing receiving feedback with the viewing in-
terface to prior experience receiving feedback over e-mail and
in person.
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Figure 12. Users compare the interface and text for making a variety of
comments.

Results: How users interacted with the feedback
All users were able to use the interface to review, interpret and
filter the critiques left by the reviewer. Three users primar-
ily navigated comments while they were sorted in the source
video sort method (Table 3). All users read segmented com-
ments, sometimes navigating to the corresponding frame in
the source and feedback video by clicking on the comment.
While most users (U1,U2,U3) only played comments that
they didn’t understand without context, U4 played all com-
ments on the first pass, and read them on subsequent passes.
When users didn’t understand a comment after playing it,
they either used the source timeline (U2, U3) or feedback ses-
sion timeline (U4) to navigate to an earlier point.

Results: Interview and Likert scale questions
All users enthusiastically stated they would use the interface
to receive feedback asynchronously. In a Likert scale survey,
all users reported that they preferred our interface to e-mail,
and that they found our interface to be more efficient than
e-mail (Figure 13).

In the interview, all users mentioned that they preferred our
interface to e-mail because comments were easier to con-
textualize as you could see the reviewer’s playhead position
while they gave the comment. Users mentioned that with e-
mail, unlike our interface, they find critiques to be confusing
because the context is often unclear (U1, U3, U4), and they
find looking up timestamps to be tedious (U2). In addition, all
users said they liked that it was easy to find more context if
they needed to by navigating the source video (U1,U2,U3),
viewing the source video transcript (U3), or scrubbing in
the feedback timeline (U4). Users also liked being able to
gauge the reviewers reaction using their tone of voice (U2,
U4), the webcam video (U2), and extra reaction comments
and hesitations (U2). U2, who previously taught video pro-
duction, mentioned our interface was “the closest to in per-
son feedback I’ve seen”, and mentioned it would be great
to use in online classes. U1 mentioned he would be partic-
ularly interested in using our interface instead of e-mail in
cases where there are multiple similarly-skilled creative part-
ners (e.g. a producer and an editor), or a particularly invested
client (cases where everyone “deserves” to give detailed feed-
back).

Unsurprisingly, some users found in-person feedback to be
more efficient and easier to use than our system (Figure 13).
All users mentioned that with our interface, unlike in-person
feedback, they didn’t get an opportunity to immediately re-
solve disagreements about changes. However, users identi-
fied benefits of our system compared to in-person feedback
including the documentation of requested changes with their
timestamps (U2, U3, U4), and the capability to sort and
browse feedback (U2, U3). U3 told us that having your work
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U1 U2 U3 U4
Navigation Feedback timeline 0 0 0 1

Source timeline 0 1 5 0
Shot-based timeline 0 4 3 0
Segmented comments 2 32 84 211

Sort Feedback session 100% 5% 3% 1%
(% of time) Source time 0 73% 97% 98%

Duration 0 22% 0 1%
Editing Delete 2 8 19 39

Edit text 0 0 0 19
Mark complete 0 0 0 19
Mark local/global 0 1 0 5

Search 0 0 1 0
Total time 7 12 14 19

Table 3. Interactions during the user study included users navigating
the feedback session, sorting the feedback session comments, editing the
comments, searching within the comments. Users primarily used the
segmented comments for navigation, and most reviewed the comments
sorted by source time (default sort is feedback session time). While all
users deleted comments, only one user edited the original text of the
comments.

criticized in person can be stressful, whereas she found view-
ing the feedback after the fact to be less stressful.

We asked users about what they would like to change about
the interface and all users mentioned additional tagging capa-
bilities. Specifically, users mentioned that they would like to
assign tags based on priority of tasks, mark comments that
need further discussion, or type of change required to fix
the problem (e.g., reshoot, audio/video quality, b-roll). U1
and U2 also mentioned that they prefer to preserve reviewers
comments rather than edit them. Instead, they would like the
ability to write notes along with each comment.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our current implementation of VidCrit has some limitations.

Reviewers can’t view or edit their comments: Like an in-
person review, our current system does not support review-
ers editing their own feedback video after it is recorded. In
the recording interface study, reviewers pointed out that un-
like in-person reviews, the feedback video can be replayed
at a later time. Thus, reviewers wanted to remove mistakes,
and ensure they do not repeat comments. With an accurate
real-time transcription of the review session, reviewers could
view their feedback and edit the review session via the text
transcript, similar to prior work [30, 16, 34, 35].

Receiving comments from multiple reviewers: Our system
addresses one common case in which the video author re-
ceives feedback from one reviewer at a time. However, if
multiple reviewers provide feedback in parallel, video authors
would need to look at each reviewers feedback in a separate
interface instance. In the future, we could distinguish com-
ments from different reviewers in the viewing interface and
support multiple feedback session timelines. With more than
a few reviewers, we could provide an aggregate view of cate-
gorized comments, similar to prior work [24].

Synchronous use of our system: In this paper we focus on
the problem of asynchronous review as synchronous review
is not always possible. However users noted that our system
provides benefits over in-person feedback in that it lets au-
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Figure 13. Users compared our viewing interface to existing methods of
providing feedback. All users preferred our system overall when com-
pared to e-mail.

thors search, browse and skim the documented feedback. In
the future we will use our system to document synchronous
conversations.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we present VidCrit , a new system for comment-
ing and receiving comments on video projects. Our system
allows users to deliver comments asynchronously while pre-
serving benefits of both in-person and digital text critiques.
We found users provide more actionable suggestions using
our recording interface. In an informal evaluation, users suc-
cessfully used our viewing interface to review editor feedback
and reported they preferred the interface over existing meth-
ods.
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